Evidence in favor of a role of idiotypic network in autoimmune hemolytic anemia induction: theoretical and experimental studies.
Formation dynamics of antibodies to rat erythrocytes (REs) and auto-antibodies to mouse erythrocytes were studied in an experimental model of autoimmune hemolytic anemia (AHA) in mice. The experimental conditions of AHA were simulated in a mathematical model of an immune network. It was found that maximal production of auto-antibodies and antibodies to REs do not synchronize. Antiserum, obtained at the peak of auto-antibodies formation, competed with REs for bounding with antibodies. This represents proof that auto-antibodies to erythrocytes and antibodies to REs are an idiotype-anti-idiotypic pair. In the autoimmune reaction, the autoreactive clone, being anti-idiotypic, responded earlier than the clone reacting to the injected antigen. Comparison of autoimmune reaction kinetics in the mathematical model of an immune network with experimental dynamics of AHA shows them to be similar. So activation of the autoreactive clone to erythrocytes during experimental AHA in mice is mediated by idiotype-anti-idiotypic interactions with the clone reacting to REs.